Care of Powder Coat and Hand Painted Surfaces
Care for the painted metal surfaces of your set by wiping with a damp soft cloth. Harsh
detergents, chemicals abrasives and solvents will damage the finish.
Care of Chrome
Polish chrome surfaces with a not abrasive chrome polish and/or use a paste wax to
protect and beautify the chrome surfaces of your set.
Care of Fabrics
Care for the upholstered surfaces of your set by vacuuming regularly to prevent rubbing
in dirt and grime.
Care of Vinyl
Clean with a soft cloth and mild solution of soap and water. Rinse with a soft cloth and
clear water followed by drying with a soft cloth.
Care of Laminated Table Tops
Clean with a neutral soap and warm water. Dry with a clean cloth to avoid spots and
streaks. Wipe all spills up promptly to avoid staining. DO NOT USE ABRASIVE
SOAPS OR STEEL WOOL
Care of Marble and Fossil Stone Tops
Fossil Stone and Marble are natural stone and as such are porous and can stain if not
cared for properly. It is recommended that a light coat of colorless paste wax be applied
to protect and seal the surface. Keep the surface well waxed as you would any fine piece
of furniture. Wipe off any spill immediately, just as you would from a wood surface.
Use coasters under beverage glasses to prevent rings. Do not place hot items directly on
the stone surface.
Regular Cleaning:
Occasionally wash the stone surface with luke warm water and wipe dry with a clean soft
cloth. Using a damp chamois will prevent streaks. Once or twice a year, depending on
soil, wash the surface with a mild detergent solution, (hand dishwashing detergent and
warm water) rinse and wipe dry.
DO NOT USE ANY CLEANERS THAT CONTAIN VINEGAR, ACIDS OR ARE NOT
RECOMMENDED FOR USE ON MARBLE SINCE THEY WILL DAMAGE THE
SURFACE.
Care and Cleaning of Wood and Wood Veneer Tops and Marble Paper Veneer
It is recommended that a light coat of colorless paste wax be applied to protect and seal
the surface Do not slide plates across the top as they may scratch the surface. The use
of place mats is recommended. Do not expose the top to excessive amounts of direct
sunlight since the UV rays may cause the finish to discolor unevenly.
Regular Cleaning
Dust the surface with a clean soft cloth and use a high quality furniture polish. Wipe off
any spill immediately. . DO NOT USE ANY CLEANERS CONTAINING
ALCOHOLS, ACETONES, OR OTHER STRONG SOLVENTS.

